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A Note on Edgeworth Expansions for 
the von Mises Functionals 
HAJIME TAKAHASHI* 
Toyama University, Toyama, Japan 
We consider the asymptotic expansions for the distribution of the von Mises 
statistical functionals. By combining the methods of Reeds [6] and Callaert ef a/. 
Cl], we obtain the Edgeworth expansion with remainder o(n-‘I*) as n -) CO. 
c 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X,, . . . . X, be i.i.d. random variables with unknown distribution 
function F, and let 8 be a parameter of F. We shall denote P the 
probability measure under which Xis are i.i.d. with F, and E( .} be the 
expectation with respect to P. Now we shall estimate 8 by 
4, = 6,(X, ) . ..) X,) and consider the asymptotic expansion of the dis- 
tribution of 8, as IZ + CO. We suppose that there is a statistical functional T 
such that tI= T(F) and e, = T(f) for all n z 1, where P denotes the 
empirical distribution function of X, , ..,, X,. Let 
(1) 
By combining the method of “functional Taylor series expansion” due to 
von Mises [S] and Reeds [6] with the method of Callaert et al. [ 11, we 
obtain an Edgeworth expansion of G(x). Namely, we first expand T(F) to 
I&h-order “Taylor series” about F, T:(F) and then obtain an expansion of 
G,*(x) = P(o -’ &&T,*(g)- T(F)] 6x}, k= 1,2, . . . . (2) 
where 0’ denotes the asymptotic variance of n T(p). First, we formally 
expand the characteristic function of G:(x), and then we justify our expan- 
sion by the famous smoothing lemma of Esseen (Feller [2, p. 5381). 
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In Section 2, we briefly sketch the method of Reeds [63, and then in 
Section 3 we show that G(x) has an asymptotic expansion with remainder 
o(t2 ‘/*) as n --f cc under certain regularity conditions. A formal two-term 
Edgeworth expansion is presented at the end of Section 3 without the 
proof. 
2. FUNCTIONAL TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS 
The content of this section is mainly copied from Reeds [6]. Let A, be a 
sufficiently rich convex set of probability distributions on R’ containing the 
true distribution function F and all the point mass one at x, 6(x), x E R’, 
and let JZ be a topological vector space containing A,. We also let T be a 
statistical functional on M, such that d = T(E) and 8 = T(F). It is 
sometimes convenient to extend the domain of T to -4’ and we shall do so 
in such a way that T(cG) = T(G) for all c > 0 and GE M, . Now, for all F, 
GE& and any Obt< 1, let 
F”‘=(l-t)F+tG , 3 
and we shall define a functional Taylor series expansion. 
DEFINITION 1. (Reeds [6, p. 56)). Let k be a positive integer and 
0 < 1~ 1. A functional T: ,X + R’ is said to be k times Frechet differen- 
tiable with remainder of type 9?2i. at F, if there are j-linear functionals 
dT,: A’ -+ R’, j = 1, . . . . k and for every bounded set Bc &I, there is a 
bounded set B c R’ such that for all GE B and for all t > 0 sufficiently 
small 
Rem,( FcG))/tk + ’ E B f (3) 
where 
Rem,(FG’) = T(F”‘) - T~(FcG’) * I I 
and 
T,*(F$“‘)= T(F)+ i (t’,‘j!)&T,(G-F). 
j= 1 
We shall assume that for each j = 1, 2, . . . . k, there is a function of j 
variables $ (i’( x 1, *.., Xi) = lp’(x, ,..., IX,: F, T) such that 
d’T,(G--F)=J ...s $(j’(x, , . . . . x.~: F, T) fi d(G-F)(x,), (4) 
i= 1 
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and 
I s ... @“‘(xl, . . . . xj: F, T) fi dF(q) = 0, [4, Chap. 21. i= 1 
In what follows we shall set G = 8, and write p, = (1 - t) F+ tr’. If the 
statistical functional T is twice Frechet differentiable at F with the remain- 
der of the type geb 2.1 for some A> 0, then 
J%{T(F)-T(F)}=,/;I{T:(fi)-T(F)}+&Rem,(& (5) 
where 
T,*(F)= T(F)+n-’ Ch,(Xi)+(2n2)-’ CChz(Xi, Xj), 
I i j  
h,(x) = V’(x), h,(x, Y  1 
= $“‘(x, Y) - [ C$‘2’(x, t) + II/“‘k v)l @t), 
and the indices i and j run from 1 to n. Here we may assume without loss 
of generality that h,(x, y) is symmetric in x and y. Hence we can write 
T,*(p)= T(F)+n-‘~h,(X,)+(2nZ)-’ 
x C h2(Xi3 xi) + 2 CC h*(Xi, xj> 
ii i<J 
Some of the properties of h, and hz are easily seen, for example, 
E{h,(Xt)) =E{b(X,, X2)> = E{h2(X,, x2)1X,) =O and E(h2(Xi, &K 
/2,(X,, X,)} = E{h$(Xi, Xi)} if {i,j} = {k, I}, and =0 elsewhere. Here we 
have assumed that all the expectations exist and are finite. We shall obtain 
the one-term Edgeworth expansion of G(x) via the asymptotic expansion of 
T;(P). For this we need the sulkient conditions under which 
P(l& Rem,(@)1 > o(n,“‘)} = o(n-‘12), as n-tco. (61 
LEMMA 1 (Reeds [6, Theorem 4.4.1 I). Suppose that ~8 is endowed with 
the norm 11. /I. Suppose also that 
P{&jlp-FIIZlogn}=o(n~*“) as n-+oo. (7) 
Then, if T is a twice-differentiable functional with measurable remainder 
Rem,(P) of the type 93j$” for some A> 0 at F, (6) follows. 
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Proof. Since Rem,(F) satisfies 8 2”) then there is a constant C > 0 such 
that 
Let d,, = C &(log rr/d&)*” = o(K”~), then whenever ,/;; l\F- FJ( < 
log n, & JRem,(~)( 6 4,. I 
Remark 1. Now the problem is to find a norm I(. (1 and the topology 
generated by the norm /( . (/ such that the functional T is twice Frechet dif- 
ferentiable with the remainder of Yc” and (7) holds. The particular choice 
of jlir and (( . (1 would be necessary for each T (cf. Reeds [6, Chaps. 5,6] ). 
3. THE FIRST-ORDER ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
In this section we shall obtain the one-term Edgeworth expansion of 
G(x) by expanding the characteristic function of G:(x). Remember that if 
T is twice differentiable at F, then T(E) = T:(p) -t Rem,(F), where T: is as 
in (5). And to simplify the notations, we shall write o2 = E(hT(X,)} and 
cl: = E{ Ih:(X,)( 1. Also we shall let 
and 
K 32 = 0-3{Whl(X1) hl(X2) h2(X,, X2)> + E{hi(X,))l. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the distribution of h,(X,) is nonlattice, and 
that 
E{ IT(&“) < co. (8) 
Suppose also that the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Then uniformly 
in x, 
G(x) = Y*(x) + o(n--l’*) as n-03, (9) 
where 
Y*(x) = @p(x) - np”*[&K,, + 4Kj2( 1 -x’)] 4(x), 
and Q(x) and d(x) are standard normal distribution function and density 
function, respectively. 
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ProoJ: Note that Var{ r(p) j = o’/n + o(n ’ ). By Lemma 1, it follows 
that 
G(x) = P{ (T e’&[T2*(P)-T(F)]+a ~‘X/%Rem,(~)<s;+o(rr “) 
= G;(x) + o(n ’ “). as n-+cc. (10) 
We shall prove that G:(x) has the expansion Y,(x) in several steps. 
Let g:(5) and k*(t) be the characteristic functions of G:(x) and !Pz(x), 
respectively: 
g2*(5) = E exp it(b &)V’ 
i i L 
1 h,(Xi)+ (2n)--’ 1 C hz(Xi, Xi) 
1 I III 
and 
k,(T)=e- “f*q 1 + n “2{ i(L.5:) K3, + &q3ti3*} }. 
By Esseen’s smoothing lemma, 
71 IG:b) - ‘f’,@)l d [ r It ‘{s25)-k2(5)ll 4+24mla&, (11) 
I:1 ,cu, n 
where m = max., l(d/dx) Y,(x)l. For any E > 0, we choose a so large that 
24m/na d 4~. The rest of the proof consists of evaluating the integral for this 
choice of a. Now, 
That III = o(n- I/*) as n -+ cc follows easily from the definition of k2(5) and 
the fact that x3, and ~~~ are finite. We shall consider I and II separately in 
the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf (8) holds, then, 
s ,5,~En,,4 It-‘{g:(t)--k,(t))1 &=o(n-I”) as n+co. 
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ProoJ: Let 4* = </a &I and let 
g:*(t) = E I + (2n)-' CT* CC h,(X,, X,) 
i j  
By Taylor’s theorem, it is easy to see that 
2 
Igz*(r)-g**(5)IQ(1602n-3)52E . 
(12) 
(13) 
By algebra, it follows that 
E '=nE{h:(x,,x,)j+n(n-1)~~{h~(~,,xl)j 
+2n(n-l)E{h;(x,, X2)}. 
By (8) all the expectations are finite and it follows that the right-hand side 
of (13) is t20(n-‘) as n + co, where O(n-‘) is uniform in 5. Since Xi’s are 
i.i.d., we may use the independent argument due to Callaert et al. [ 11, for 
example, 
= (2~).-'it* 1 E{h,(X,, X,)exp{t’5*h,(X,)}) 
i[ 
it* 1 h,(X,) . 
j#i 
We then expand exp{ ;{*h,(X,)} into a Taylor series and the right-hand 
side becomes, 
where 
t-$‘t*E(h2(X,, X,,} +oW”~)I r”-‘(t*h 
q(e) = E{exp{~W(X,)}}. 
Repeating the same arguments on the right-hand side of (12), we obtain 
s:*(5)=1”(5*)+t;S*E{h,(X,, X,)Cl +I?:]) q”-‘(5*) 
+%ir*(n-l)E{h,(X,,X,)Cl +i5*(h,(X,)+h,(X,)) 
+ 4G5*)2Mx,) + h(x2))2 + @I} F2(5*), (14) 
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where R: and R$ are the remainders. Note that under condition (8), 
E(lh2(XlrX,)R:I}‘<(a~)-’ lisl E(lh,(X,)h,(X,,X,)II 
and 
E{lhz(X,,Xz)RZ*lj~(30’~~)~ ’ 1513E{l(h,(X,)+h,(~,))3h2(~,, x,)1; 
(15) 
are finite. Also since pj+ < co, there is a constant c > 0 and a polynomial 
P,(t) in 5 such that for all I<1 < (24p:/rr3) -i &, 
Itf-k(5:*)-e-“2C2[1 +(6$i--‘((.(/a)3 E{h;(X,)}]I 
Gcbnn- IIzp2(&-w4):~, k=O, 1,2, (16) 
where 6, + 0 as n --+ co (cf. Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [3, p. 2041). From 
(13)-(16) it follows that there exists a polynomial Qz(t;) in < for which, 
lg2*(5)-k,(tl)l ~r20(n-‘)+n~‘Q2(5)e-“‘4” 
for all 151 < (24~: /g 3, -’ ,,&. Proposition 1 follows by integration. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose E{(T(&‘)13) < 00 and the distribution of h ,( X, ) 
is nonlattice, then 
Prooj: Let 5* = 5/o J n and for W= [n213/log n] we write A, = 
Cy=, h,(X,), B, = CfL , hz(Xj, X,), and C,., = CFL, C,“= ;+, h2(Xi7 Xj). 
Since the vectors (A,, B,, C,,,) and (A,,-A,,,, B,-B,, C,,-,,,,-Cm,,,) 
are independent, it follows that 
ls2*(4)1= lE{exp{~S*A,) exp{(2n)-‘c’~*CB,+2C,.,l) )I 
x IE(exp{;c*[A,,-A,+(2n)-‘[(B,--B,) 
+2(C,- I,H-G?z,,J1lHl 
< IE{exp{iS*A,})I + (2an312)-’ 151 
x (E{ [B, + 2C,,,] exp(iS*Am] )I 
+(8a2n3)-’ l~12~JE(CR,+2C,.,1*exp{~5*A,~}~ 
+(48a3n”2))513.E~JB,+2C,,,13) 
= II, + II, + II, + II,, say, 
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where we have expanded exp{(2n)-‘i<*[B,+2C,.,,]} into a Taylor 
series. 
We shall consider II, first. Note that 
w3m+xn,.13~ w-wL13~ +wIcn.,13H. 
Since E{ Ih:(X, , X,)1 1 < 00, 
E{ IBEll ‘} =C E( Ih:(Xiv xi)l } + C E{ Ih$(Xi, xi) h*(Xj, xj)l > 
I iii 
+ C Et lh*CXi3 xi) h2(XjY xj) h*(XkrXk)l ) 
i#i#k 
= O(m3) as n-+rJO. 
Since E{ 1 T(F)\ 3 j < co, from Lemma 1 of Callaert et al. [ 11, 
E{ IC,., I ‘} G c(mn)3’2 for some c > 0. 
It follows that for some c* >O, II,<c* 1113n-2 loge3’*n uniformly in 
151 <a&. H ence, for all a > 0, there is a constant c** > 0 such that 
I cn,,4<,C,<. h~~-~.~14~~~~~**a3(n”‘log3”n)~1=~(n-”2) (l7) . --b 
asn-rco. 
We shall consider II, next. Remember q(B)= E{exp(iBh,(X,)}}, so that 
E{exp(i<*A,}} =q”(t*). Since & < cc and the distribution of h,(X,) is 
nonlattice, it follows that 
Iv(O)\ <exp{ -f0202) for all 181 < cr2/pz, (18) 
and for some O<p< 1, 
I?(e)lGP for all (0( > 0. (19) 
Then, by letting E* = a’/~:, there exists a constant K > 0 for which 
s en1,4<(5,‘uJ;; I~-‘~“(~*) d5 . . 
< 1‘ _ En,,4C,5,~E*~ IT’1 ev{-ft2/n1’310gnl dt+p”a,hhc{a&1 n 
6 Kn114 exp( -&2n1’6/log n} + a & log(a 6) exp(m log p} 
= o(n-?) as n+co for all a > 1. (20) 
683/24/l-5 
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To analyze II,, we shall use the independence argument of [ 11 again. By 
simple but tedious algebra, 
lE{CB,+2C,..12exp(c’5*A,}}I 
dmE{h:(X,t J-*,1 IV-‘(t*)I 
+ idm - 1) EZ { lh*(X, 9 x, )I > + 4mnq I&W, 9 X,) MX, 3 x2 )I ) 
+2m(2n-m- l)E{hi(X,, X,)}} .Iq”-‘(i*)j 
+(2~(~-~)(2~-~-2)~~I~*(~,,~,)l}~~l~2(~,,~2)1} 
+4(mn(n+m-4)-m(nz+ l)(m-2)) 
x JWUL x*1 h*(X,, X3)1 11 lT3K*h 
+ {{m4+(6-4n)m3+(4n”-8n-1)~’ 
+~4~2-~~~+~~~}~2{l~2~~,,*2~I}}~Irl”-4~5*~l 
= k$, Qk(n) lTk(5*)I~ say, 
where Qk(n) is the Polynomial in n and m= [n2’3/logn] with finite 
coefficients. By (18) and (19), it follows that 
i e,~,;4~,ii/<“~ tt-‘I III,/ &=dn-“) 
n-+cc for all cl> 1. (21) 
. t1 
The analysis of II, is similar but, practically, much easier than II,. We 
shall omit the proof. The proposition follows from (17), (20), and (21). 
From Propositions 1 and 2 and by (lo), the theorem follows. 
Remark 2. The method of this paper may be applied to obtain the 
higher order Edgeworth expansions of G(x). Indeed the author has made a 
heuristic calculation to get the formal second-order Edgeworth expansion 
of G(x). Let lcj, and x33 be as before, and let 
h,(x, y, z) = lp3’(x, y, z) - j [$‘3’(x, y, r) + $‘3’(x, cr z) + $‘3’(t, y, 211 WC) 
+ jj c$‘3’( x, 24, II) + lp3’(u, y, 0) + lp3’(u, u, z)] dF(u) dF(0). 
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Then, under certain regularity conditions (cf. [ 1,7]), as n + 00, 
G(x) = G(x) - n-“*[+K,, + ~IC~*( 1 -x2)] +4(x) 
-n-‘[$K:1X+~{K41+K42+2K31Kj2}(X~-3X) 
+ & KZ,(X’- 10x3 + 15x)] qqx) + o(n- ‘). (23) 
For the slightly more detailed argument, we refer the reader Takahashi 
[71. 
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